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ضيرمتلاتابلاطتاروصتلفاشكتساىلإةساردلاهذهفدهت:ثحبلافادهأ
.ةيريرسلاتارودلايفةيئاودلاءاطخلأابابسأوعاونأنعتايسينودنلإا
تابلاطنم٢٦ىلعيعونلايفصولاثحبلااذهءارجإمت:ثحبلاقرط
عبرأةطساوبتانايبلاعمجمت.ةيئاهنلاةيريرسلاتارودلانيهنأيتلالاضيرمتلا
.يزلاوكقرطبتانايبلاليلحتمتوزيكرتتاعومجملتاشاقن

يفتاضرمملارود؛تانايبلاليلحتنمتلااجمةثلاثىلعلوصحلامت:جئاتنلا
تابلاطاهتبكترا)أطخلابرقوأ(ةيئاودلاءاطخلأاعاونأو،ءاودلاةملاس
.ةيريرسلاةرودلاللاخةيئاودلاءاطخلأابابسأو،ضيرمتلا

ىضرملاىلعةيودلأاعيزوتيفايويحارودتاضرمملابعلت:تاجاتنتسلاا
اهنعغلابلإامتيلازيلا)أطخلابرقوأ(ةيئاودلاءاطخلأانكلو،مهتملاسو
مدعو،تاراهملاوةفرعملاصقن.ضيرمتلاتابلاطلةيريرسلاتارودلاللاخ
ثودحىلعرثؤيةيريرسلاتارودلاللاخةبسانملاةودقلاوفارشلإادوجو
ءانثأيفاكلافارشلإاوةبسانملاةودقلا.ضيرمتلاتابلاطنمةيئاودلاءاطخلأا
.ءاودلاةملاستاءافكقيقحتمعدلامهمدعييريرسلاميلعتلاةلحرم

؛ةيريرسلاتارودلا؛ضيرمتلاتابلاط؛ءاودلاةملاس:ةيحاتفملاتاملكلا
ةودقلا؛فارشلإا
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Abstract

Objectives: This study aimed to explore Indonesian

nursing students’ perceptions of the types and causes of

medication errors in clinical rotations.

Methods: This descriptive qualitative study was con-

ducted with 26 nursing students who had completed their

final clinical rotations. Data were collected through four

focus group discussions and analysed by Colaizzi’s

method.

Results: Three themes were obtained from the data

analysis: important role played by nurses in medication

safety, types of medication errors (near misses)

committed by nursing students, and the causes of medi-

cation errors during clinical rotations.

Conclusion: Nurses play a vital role in dispensing medi-

cation and ensuring patient safety, but near misses are

still reported during clinical rotations. Lack of knowl-

edge, skills, proper supervision, and appropriate role

models during clinical rotations lead to medication errors

by nursing students. Appropriate role models and

adequate supervision in the clinical education stage are

necessary to ensure the achievement of medication safety

competencies.

Keywords: Clinical rotation; Medication safety; Nursing

students; Role model; Supervision
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Introduction

Medication errors are one of the patient safety problems
with a high prevalence in several countries, and often
involve a lack of collaborative communication between

health professionals, including doctors, pharmacists, and
nurses.1e4 In global nursing education, patient safety is
becoming increasingly integrated into the curricula based

on actual health care.5 Nurses play an important role in
preventing medication errors and in administering safe
drugs.6 Accordingly, before they work in real situations

of care, nursing students should have adequate
competencies regarding medication safety.7 However,
research shows that nursing students are still at risk of

making medication errors, especially during clinical
rotations.6,7

The conditions that contribute to these medication errors
arise when nursing students do not get sufficient supervision

from senior nurses in the hospital and have not been equip-
ped with proper medication safety education.8 Nursing
students also need appropriate role models who can inspire

them to perform medication safety effectively.8,9

Nurses are the medical professionals who interact most
with patients and they are the last safeguard in preventing

medication errors.10 However, existing research has found
that many new nurse graduates are unsure of their
competence with regard to the safe administration of drugs

owing to limited knowledge of pharmacology, side effects,
and other aspects of medication safety.11

There are many studies on the factors affecting medica-
tion errors in nursing education and the majority are from

developed countries.12 Research on the types and causes of
medication errors by nursing students in developing
countries is limited.12,13 According to an Indonesian study,

medication errors by nursing students during clinical
rotations reached 44.8%; these errors ranked second
among all medical errors.14

In the Indonesian nursing curriculum, pharmacology
education is generally provided at the beginning of the
undergraduate course. The fact that medication safety
education does not continue throughout the course is

problematic. Pharmacological knowledge that is not
associated with patient safety makes it difficult for nursing
students to apply drug safety principles, leaving them

vulnerable to making medication errors.9 Research on
medication errors by nursing students and their
perceptions of their causes is important as a basis for

formulating better nursing education policies, primarily
with regard to medication safety.15 Therefore, this study
aimed to explore Indonesian nursing students’

perceptions of nurses’ role in medication safety and the
types and causes of medication errors during clinical
rotations.
Materials and Methods

Context

In Indonesia, the topic of patient safety was included in
the revised nursing education curriculum in 2015.16 Several
topics included in this curriculum were adopted from the
World Health Organization (WHO) multi-professional

safety curriculum guide.6 However, the implementation of
this curriculum has not yet been optimal because patient
safety learning is in the form of lectures more than

methods that use student-centred learning. Specifically,
regarding the topic of drug safety, although drug adminis-
tration skills are taught from the second semester, there is

little effort to link them to the principles of patient safety.
These conditions make it difficult for students to understand
patient safety in the safe administration of drugs, which af-

fects their readiness in the practice of providing safe drugs
during clinical rotations.

During clinical education and rotations, students get the
opportunity to apply their skills and knowledge to patients in

real settings. However, because the clinical environment is
still new to students, this responsibility can be a challenge if
they do not understand the principles of safe drug delivery.

During clinical rotations, students are placed in a variety of
hospitals, some private and some regional, with several dif-
ferences in settings, such as the availability of resources,

variations in patient safety policies, and diverse medical fa-
cilities that may not be adequate in today’s world with its
expectations of higher standards.

Research design

This was a descriptive qualitative study. This design was

chosen to describe daily events and phenomena.17

Participants

This study focused on a nursing study programme in
Indonesia. Twenty-six students in their final clinical rotations

were selected by purposive sampling. These respondents were
chosen by the students’ coordinator based on inclusion
criteria.

The inclusion criteria were students who: 1) had
completed over a year of clinical rotation, and 2) who were
not on academic leave. The students were undergoing clinical

rotations in four hospitals in two provinces: Central Java
Province and Yogyakarta Special Region Province.

Data collection methods

The data were collected through focus group discussions
(FGDs). We interviewed students when they had completed

their daily shift at the hospital. The student coordinator
divided the 26 participants into four groups of six-seven
students each. According to Harding, the ideal number of
participants in an FGD is six-eight.18

Before the FGD began, the main researcher explained
that as his role was just to observe, the students could openly

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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express their perceptions and experiences. The moderators
explained that the information provided by the students

would not affect their academic assessment. The FGD lasted
50e60 min. A moderator assisted by a research assistant
helped record the FGD process using an audio recorder

while observing the non-verbal responses and interactions.
The FGD process was conducted in a closed discussion
room.

The major explorative questions used were as follows:

1) What do you think about the role of nurses in patient and

medication safety?
2) What sort of medication errors have you seen nursing

students make during clinical rotations?

3) What are the causes of medication errors by nursing
students?
Rigour and trustworthiness

The researchers also conducted interviews with five lec-

turers and four clinical instructors as part of the triangula-
tion method to compare and confirm the validity of the study
findings. To validate the findings, peer debriefing was con-

ducted between the researchers, experienced colleagues, and
supervisor.

Data analysis

Colaizzi’s method was used to analyse the data.17 We
transcribed all recordings into verbatim transcripts, which
the research team repeatedly read to determine the unit

meanings of the data. Meaning units were condensed into
general thematic units and became codes. Several codes
were grouped into categories, and several categories were

grouped into specific themes. Non-verbal responses were
also used to explain the results. The first author discussed the
results with the other authors and two experienced colleagues.

Results

Three themes were identified from this study, which

included the: 1) important role played by nurses in medica-
tion safety, 2) types of medication errors by nursing students,
and 3) causes of medication errors in clinical rotations.

Theme 1: Important role played by nurses in medication
safety

The data obtained from this study showed that most
nursing students agree that nurses play an important role in
providing safe medication. The nurses’ role begins from pa-

tient identification, continuing on to medication preparation
and administration. Nurses are the health professionals who
interact with patients round the clock. Students stated that
nurses who follow the standard operating procedures in the

preparation and administration of medicine are the ‘good
nurses’.

In their clinical rotations, the nurses who became their

clinical instructors also taught the students about the correct
administration of medicines. The majority of the clinical
instructors explained medication administration in the
inpatient wards on the students’ first day. Participants shared

these experiences through the following statements:

‘Nurses play an important role in patient safety because

they must check patients’ data thoroughly before perform-
ing nursing procedures in order to avoid mistakes’ (FGD 2).

‘Some nurses invite students to prepare the medication with

them to learn how to do it correctly. Also, they remind us to
crosscheck the identity of patients’ (FGD 1).

‘The first day students come to our rooms, we explain the
role of nurses in patient safety and the standard operational
procedures in place. I also explain what medications are

widely used in this ward and what to do during the prepa-
ration and administration of drugs, such as confirming that
the right drug is going to the right patient’ (CI 1).

Theme 2: Types of medication errors commited by nursing
students

When we discussed the medication errors they had seen or
made in their clinical rotations, most students looked very

sorry. This was evident from the bowed heads, low tones, and
sad facial expressions when describing such incidents.

Timing-related errors

Sometimes while practising, some students noticed others

failing to properly implement patients’ medication schedules.
In situations where the number of patients far exceeds that of
nurses, the students stated that drugs could be administered
at inappropriate times so as to save time and get the task over

with. This type of medication error was mentioned by a
student at a district hospital.

‘Actually, drug administration is scheduled for 12 am, but
sometimes the medication has already been given at 10 pm’
(FGD 1).

Most students realised that it was the wrong practice and
felt guilty about it. After completing the first year of clinical

rotation, they claimed to have a better understanding of the
correct procedures with regard to drug administration and
mentioned that they did not want to violate the schedule.

Error in patient identification

Most participants agreed that another error in medication
safety was the incorrect identification of patients. They said
there were some students who did not perform patient

identification correctly. For instance, students could ask a
patient a closed question instead of determining the patient’s
full name and date of birth with the appropriate open-ended
questions before administering medication. One participant

made the following statement:

‘Sometimes we see a student failing to ask the patient his/

her full name, or just asking, for example, “Are you Miss
Desi?” and then directly injecting the medicine’ (FGD 1).

At the time of administering the scheduled medication,
students said that they should identify the patient correctly
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by asking their name and date of birth and checking the
identification bracelet. Some students reported that they had

learned about the patient identification technique in pre-
clinical education but were not confident about applying it in
actual clinical settings. Owing to their high workloads, they

often forgot to use the patient identification technique at the
time of administering medication. Students also said that
nurses did not always supervise them during medication

administration, which is why they did not receive the
necessary feedback in this practice of proper patient
identification.

Improper drug preparation

The next error identified in clinical rotations was

improper medicine preparation, such as inappropriate
labelling of medication. In some wards, nursing students
only wrote the patient’s bed number on the syringe,

increasing the possibility of patient identification errors. The
participants realised that patients’ names and medical record
numbers must both be present on syringes but in actual

practice sometimes these were not being written. One stu-
dent’s concerns regarding this matter were as follows:

‘There is a certain ward where the nurse and students only

write the bed number on syringes, and the drugs are placed
next to other patients’ medicine’ (FGD 2).

These situations arose in hospitals with an imbalance in
the number of patients and nurses, leading to a high work-

load. In these situations, the implementation of standard
operating procedures in drug administration is sometimes
neglected even though most students are aware of the fact
that this problem has the potential to become a serious

medication error.

Theme 3: Causes of medication errors in clinical rotation

Lack of knowledge and skills

Most participants stated that a lack of knowledge and

skills in medication safety could cause medication errors.
Participants explained that lessons in nursing skills related to
medication safety, such as hand washing and preparation of
medicines, have been given earlier since in the first year of

preclinical education. However, they were taught about the
concept of patient safety only in the last year of preclinical
education or towards the end of the bachelor of nursing

programme. They did not undergo any additional sessions
about patient and medication safety until their clinical ro-
tations, which would have helped them connect theory with

actual practice.
These conditions created barriers to the implementation

of patient safety principles, and students felt underprepared.

Additionally, although they received information on patient
safety on their first day at the hospital, the session was
focused more on the implementation of hand washing than
medication safety. Three participants made the following

statements reflecting their feelings of inadequacy and
confusion:

‘Medication training related not only to pharmacology but
also the role of nurses in the process of drug delivery is
required’ (FGD 2).
‘Our knowledge of medication safety has been inadequate
right from the academic phase, because especially at the

beginning of clinical rotation, I felt I did not know much
about medicine and drug administration’ (FGD 3).

‘We only got one lecture about patient safety, which, in my
opinion, is insufficient for a comprehensive understanding of
medication safety and drug administration’ (FGD 4).

Lack of good role models

In addition to the lack of knowledge and practical skills,
students expressed that they were confused by the differ-

ences between the actions taken by some nurses at the
hospital and what they had been taught during their pre-
clinical education. According to the students, if there was a

nurse who did not follow safe medication administration
practices, they too tended to follow the pattern of neglect of
best practices.

Nursing students reported that they sometimes experi-
enced barriers to safe practice because of the lack of good
role models. Nursing students expect to be able to look up to
senior nurses who can set the right examples with regard to

safe medicine storage in the inpatient room, checking the
accuracy of the medicines being administered, and engaging
in safe medicine preparation and storage until its

administration.

Lack of proper supervision

The hospitals at which the nursing students were doing
their clinical rotations were all different in terms of envi-

ronment and conditions. In one district hospital, the students
did not always get adequate supervision during medication
administration. This happened when the nurses had high

workloads, leading them to focus more on their re-
sponsibilities toward their patients than the students in their
charge. Two nursing students shared the following
experiences:

‘Sometimes we have to administer drugs to patients without
the supervision of a clinical instructor or nurse’ (FGD 1).

‘The nurse just gave us the medicine at the nurse’s station;
we had to administer it to patients alone’ (FGD 2).

Discussion

Medication administration is a set of skills over which
nurses and nursing students must have mastery. Unfortu-
nately, however, nursing students frequently make medi-

cation errors. The results of the FGDs indicate that the
participants were aware of nurses’ importance in patient
and medication safety. However, in line with the results of

this study, recent research has showed that nursing stu-
dents enrolled in clinical rotations have not been optimally
prepared to be able to fulfil their role in medication

safety.18,19 This gap was evidenced by the existence of
errors such as those related to patient identification,
timing, and drug preparation. Other studies have also

reported medication errors commonly made by nurses in
training.8,14
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This study indicated that the lack of appropriate role
models and proper supervision during clinical rotations were

among the factors contributing to medication errors
(Figure 1). In Indonesia, there are often limitations in the
number of nursing staff, increasing nurses’ workload. The

high workload leads to the possibility of nurses paying
insufficient attention to patient safety principles in
medication delivery, ultimately increasing the risk of

medication errors.20,21 Staffing problems also influence the
availability of appropriate role models for students in their
clinical rotations.22 As a result, busy nurses’ lack of
attention to medication safety has the potential to be

passed on to nursing students.22,23

Furthermore, nurses’ high workload can affect the quality
and quantity of the supervision students receive.24 The lack

of supervision for nursing students, particularly those who
have just begun their clinical rotations, leaves them
vulnerable to making medication errors.20 This may

become one of the causes of medication errors committed
by nursing students.8

The other most common factors associated with medical
errors and patient safety were the lack of safety knowledge

and its application in nursing education.25 The findings of the
present study are in line with other studies in several
countries. A factor influencing these errors was the lack of

training on medication safety in the preclinical phase,
which meant that students had not fully comprehended
their role in medication safety.11 Nursing students were not

well prepared to make a connection between patient safety
in theoretical courses and its application in nursing
procedural skills and practice. This finding is similar to a

study in Iran, which found that patient safety training was
Figure 1: Causes of medication
only given in the first semester, with no additional sessions
later.10 Suggestions to enhance preclinical education

included more training on drug indications, side effects,
and contraindications and additional drug rounds during
clinical placements.12

The mismatch between theoretical teaching during pre-
clinical education and the application of knowledge in clin-
ical placement means that many nursing students struggle to

consolidate their clinical skills in practice.26 In line with the
present results, in previous studies, nursing students have
suggested that there were disparities between what they
were taught in the university and what they practised in

clinical settings in relation to the patient safety agenda.27

Patient safety learning also needs to be linked to real cases
in clinical settings. Exposure to actual cases demonstrating

best practices will better prepare students to recognise
clinical practices that endanger patient safety and
strengthen their ability to resolve patient safety threats.10

Patient and medication safety are difficult to implement if
these lessons are not directly related to case studies or
applications in actual medical services. This challenge
makes student understanding superficial, and as a result,

they cannot see the actual benefits of medication safety,
which causes the achievement of competence in medication
safety to be less than optimal.

The design of patient safety learning has also not been
optimal in terms of the mode of instruction, which generally
employs the conventional lecture method.10,28 In the context

of this study, the patient safety class is generally only
conducted in the third year with one lecture course, not
continuously. The conventional methoddlecturesdused to

convey the principles of patient safety has not been shown
errors by nursing students.
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to be completely effective. Adding to this dilemma, the
learning methods also continue to be teacher-centred more

than student-centred.
Research on patient safety learning offers a variety of

learning methods, such as case-based learning, role play,

simulation, demonstration, and conceptualising, with lec-
tures as the basis for student understanding in combination
with other methods.29,30 This combination approach

requires nursing educators to pay attention to patient
safety training, in addition to a wide range of goals, which
need to be designed keeping in mind the core principles of
learning. Medical educators need to consider not only the

various learning methods but also the instructional design
used, because patient safety is a complex competency.31,32

This complex competency requires a learning strategy and

instructional design that can combine the attainment of
correct knowledge, attitudes, and skills. This finding in-
dicates that simple to complex learning (spiral approach) in

the curriculum can be another option in overcoming this
problem. The spiral curriculum approach has several ad-
vantages, which includes the opportunity to review topics
throughout lessons; topics are returned to with different

difficulty levels and become increasingly complex so that
student competences gradually increase.33 Some
improvements that can be made to medication safety

learning include: 1) early exposure to real cases in the
learning process, 2) the use of appropriate instructional
design with a scaffolded approach, that is, using 4C-ID

methods,31,32 and 3) the application of a spiral curriculum.
These are expected to improve the effectiveness of patient
and medication safety training by increasing the number of

opportunities to apply best practices.

Reflexivity of study

Students in clinical rotations need to be given the op-
portunity to conduct regular FGDs and reflections. This will
enable them to reflect on what they have already done well

and what can be improved. Accordingly, at the end of their
clinical rotations, they will be able to minimise behaviours or
actions that can lead to medication errors.

Limitations

One of the limitations of this study was that all the par-

ticipants belonged to a single institution. However, the hos-
pitals the 26 respondents were undertaking their clinical
rotations at differed (four hospitals with six departments in

each hospital), providing a representative sample. Although
nurses were found to make medication errors, this study did
not dwell on them because the focus was on the reflections of
the students who were undergoing clinical rotations.

Conclusion

This study found that in a developing country such as
Indonesia, the lack of knowledge, skills, effective role
models, and proper supervision were the main factors influ-

encing medication errors by nursing students. Nursing edu-
cators should properly prepare their students in the
undergraduate nursing programme using a variety of
learning strategies. The implementation of medication safety
by nurses in clinical settings is essential for the achievement

of professional competencies in future nursing practice. The
results of this study can provide positive reflections for
nursing education.
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